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As an important three-dimensional (3D) display technology, computer-generated holograms (CGHs) have been
facing challenges of computational efficiency and realism. The polygon-based method, as the mainstream CGH
algorithm, has been widely studied and improved over the past 20 years. However, few comprehensive and
high-speed methods have been proposed. In this study, we propose an analytical spectrum method based on the
principle of spectral energy concentration, which can achieve a speedup of nearly 30 times and generate high-
resolution (8K) holograms with low memory requirements. Based on the Phong illumination model and the sub-
triangles method, we propose a shading rendering algorithm to achieve a very smooth and realistic reconstruction
with only a small increase in computational effort. Benefiting from the idea of triangular subdivision and octree
structures, the proposed original occlusion culling scheme can closely crop the overlapping areas with almost no
additional overhead, thus rendering a 3D parallax sense. With this, we built a comprehensive high-speed render-
ing pipeline of polygon-based holograms capable of computing any complex 3D object. Numerical and optical
reconstructions confirmed the generalizability of the pipeline. © 2023 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.474158

1. INTRODUCTION

Holography is a very promising technology in the field of real
three-dimensional (3D) displays, as it is capable of reconstruct-
ing all depth information of 3D objects. Computer-generated
holograms (CGHs) can simulate virtual objects, thereby pro-
viding opportunities for dynamic 3D displays and augmented
reality interactions [1]. In CGHs, a single unit (point, polygon,
or any other unit) affects all pixels in the hologram, which in-
troduces huge computations. Therefore, efficient computing of
holograms is essential for video-rate 3D displays. Many studies
have reported efficient methods that fall into three main routes:
point-based [2–4], layer-based [5–7], and polygon-based meth-
ods [8–14]. Notably, the line-based method reported in recent
years employs a new computational idea that calculates only the
contour lines of the object [15–17].

Point-based methods have rapidly developed owing to their
computational simplicity. Lookup table methods [18], wave-
front recording plane methods [19], parallel computation in
graphics processing units (GPUs) [20], and field-programmable
gate arrays [21] significantly improve the efficiency of point-
based holograms. However, for a smooth and continuous
complex 3D object, the computational effort versus the recon-
structed image quality is still a trade-off [22]. Deep learning-
generated holograms using layer-based RGBD data open
exciting avenues for fewer calculations and higher quality

[23–27]. Nevertheless, CGHs using deep learning do not sim-
ulate optical diffraction and interference processes, which may
cause unwanted artifacts in scenes with a large range depth and
hinder the generation of holograms in large fields of view [22].
The polygon-based method can render more realistic 3D scenes
by drawing on computer graphics techniques, but it is compu-
tationally intensive because of the difficulty of simplifying
calculations in the frequency domain [28].

The polygon-based method treats objects as a collection of
triangular faces and has undergone a progression from spectral
interpolation [8,9] to analytical spectral expression [10–14].
The former finds spectra by solving the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) for the polygon and then interpolates the spectrum to
obtain the spectrum distribution in the hologram plane.
This easily renders the shading or texture information for indi-
vidual polygons; however, each loop must perform one FFT
and one interpolation, which is highly costly [28–30]. The
spectral interpolation-based approach admittedly presents a
highly realistic 3D viewing experience, especially by adding
random phases to enable multi-viewing with full parallax
[28,31], whereas this is more applicable to printed holograms
using laser lithography rather than electronic display holo-
grams. The analytic polygon-based method generally employs
rotational transformation [10] or affine transformation [11–14]
to derive an analytical spectral expression for an arbitrary
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triangle. The analytical expression significantly improves the
computational performance of the polygon-based method be-
cause it does not require an FFT operation or interpolation.
Nevertheless, individual triangles should be treated as having
uniform transmittance, so detailed renderings such as shading
require further subdivision surfaces, thus increasing the com-
putational effort. Although researchers have reported some fea-
sible solutions for presenting continuous shading without
subdividing the objects [32,33], they either do not render
specular reflection or add considerable additional overhead,
as discussed in detail in Section 4.

In this study, we developed a comprehensive polygon-based
hologram generation pipeline based on compact spectral re-
gions and sub-triangulation, which essentially improves the
computational efficiency of polygon-based holograms by ren-
dering realistic reconstructed images. From the analysis of en-
ergy spectral density of the polygon [34], we observed that most
spectral energy is concentrated in a small region with low fre-
quency. Calculating only the low-frequency region can signifi-
cantly accelerate the spectrum calculation, with little loss of
quality in the hologram. For smooth objects, a shading model
based on the surface normal is the fundamental path of shading.
We propose a novel and simple shading method using the ver-
tex-normal of sub-triangles, which can render very smooth
shading without increasing the number of triangles.

In addition, the visibility culling technique is an important
but challenging issue in CGH to obtain realistic 3D senses with
motion parallax. Backface culling removes all backward trian-
gles only [11,14], but not those facing forward, which may be
occluded by groups of other objects in front of them. Occlusion
culling is the most complex culling technique because it in-
volves computing how objects (triangles) affect each other
[35]. One candidate is the z-buffer technique. However, this
approach works in the point-based method [36,37], but not
in the polygon-based method where each triangular surface
is treated as a whole. For a polygon-based hologram, a few ef-
fective occlusion culling methods have been proposed:
Matsushima et al. [38–40] proposed a silhouette method used
for the interpolation-based algorithm, and Askari et al. [41] im-
proved the silhouette method to enable its use in the analytical
expression-based algorithm. Both methods require considerable
additional computational effort.

To solve this problem, we propose a novel occlusion culling
method for polygon-based holograms using the idea of sub-
triangles. The proposed occlusion culling method adopts the
concept of collision detection to determine whether the ray
from the viewpoint to the detection point intersects with other
triangles in the view frustum [35]. If it intersects, it is invisible;
otherwise, it is visible. Because traversing all triangles for the
intersection test is costly and redundant, we used an octree
structure to quickly search for possible collision objects.

As an outline, in Section 2, the analytical spectral expression
is briefly derived. In Section 3, the analytical spectrum is accel-
erated using the controllable energy angular spectrum method
(CE-ASM) [42]. Based on the subdivision of triangles into up-
and-down congruent triangles, we propose a fast shading
method in Section 4 and an occlusion culling method in
Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss the contributions and

limitations of the proposed rendering pipeline. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Section 7.

2. POLYGON-BASED HOLOGRAM

Full-analytical spectral methods for polygon-based holograms
have been derived using several approaches [10–14]. In this
study, we use the full-analytic method based on 3D affine trans-
formation originating from Pan et al. [13,43]

An arbitrary triangle Γ�x, y, z� in the global coordinate sys-
tem is mapped onto a primitive triangle Δ�x0, y0, z0� in the
local coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The affine trans-
formation theory states that the mapping relationship between
them is

�x, y, z�⊺ � T�x0, y0, z0, 1�⊺, (1)

where T � �T ij�3×4 represents the 3D affine transform and ⊺

denotes the transpose. T can be solved simply using

T � �x, y, z�⊺��x0, y0, z0, 1�⊺�, (2)

where † is a pseudo-inverse operation [42,44]. x, y, z and
x0, y0, z0 are the vertex coordinate vectors of triangle Γ and tri-
angle Δ, respectively. Let the vertices of triangle Γ be �xi, yi, zi�
and the vertices of primitive triangle Δ be �x0i, y0i, z0i� with
(0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (1, 1, 0), where i � 1, 2, 3.

A plane light wave at angles α and β to the x and y axes,
respectively, passes through the triangular polygon with a uni-
form transmittance, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The complex
amplitude on the triangular surface is

E0 � exp�j2π�x cos α� y cos β� z cos γ�∕λ�, (3)

where λ is the wavelength, j � ffiffiffiffiffi
−1

p
, and cos γ �

�1 − cos2α − cos2β�1∕2, where γ is the angle between the light
source and z axis. In general, we define a light source parallel to
the z axis, implying α � β � 0, and then E0 � exp�j2πz∕λ�.

In the frequency domain �f x , f y, f z�, the angular spectrum
of E0 is propagated to the hologram plane using the transfer
function H � exp�−j2πf zz�, where f z � �1∕λ2 − f 2

x−
f 2
y �1∕2. Therefore, the spectra of the triangle Γ in the hologram

plane are

F �f x , f y� �
ZZ

Γ
E0 · exp�−j2π · �xf x � yf y��dxdy ·H

�
ZZ

Γ
exp�−j2π�f · v��dxdy, (4)

Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) affine transformation of two triangles and
(b) triangular mesh diffraction with carrier wave.
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where the vectors f � �f x , f y, f z − 1∕λ� and v � �x, y, z�.
Based on the mapping relationship given in Eq. (1), the above
equation can be further derived as

F �f x , f y� � J
ZZ

Δ
exp�−j2π�f 0 · v0��dx0dy0, (5)

where J is the Jacobian factor, and the vectors v0 �
�x0, y0, z0; 1� and f 0 � �f 0

x , f
0
y; 0; f

0
z � follow f 0 � fT.

By integrating Eq. (5), we can obtain a fully analytic spectral
expression as follows:

F �f x , f y� � J exp�−j2πf 0
z� ·

�
exp�−j2πf 0

x� − 1
�2π�2f 0

xf
0
y

� 1 − exp�−j2π�f 0
x � f 0

y��
�2π�2�f 0

x � f 0
y�f 0

y

�
, (6)

where f 0
x � f 0

y ≠ 0 ∧ f 0
x ≠ 0 ∧ f 0

y ≠ 0. Equation (6) is the
diffractive spectrum of a single triangle on the hologram plane,
indicating that it relates only to the affine transform matrix T
given in Eq. (2) and the frequency coordinates �f x , f y� defined
in the global system. It is noteworthy that Eq. (6) does not
apply to cases such as f 0

x � 0, f 0
y � 0 or f 0

x � f 0
y � 0.

Therefore, we suggest a tip to avoid conditional judgement
in the program, plus a tiny value to the matrix T, that is,
T � T� ϵ, where 0 < ϵ ≪ 1.

Consequently, the hologram generated by an object with N
triangles is

H � F −1�F all�f x , f y�� �
XN
i�1

ai · F i�f x , f y�, (7)

where F −1 denotes inverse Fourier transform. F all�f x , f y� is the
aggregate spectrum of all triangles, where F i�f x , f y� is the spec-
trum of the ith triangle obtained using Eq. (6). ai
is the amplitude constant of the ith triangle using which the
shading in different illumination models can be controlled,
as described in Section 4.

3. ACCELERATION: SPECTRAL ENERGY FOCUS
METHOD

Although an accurate and fast hologram calculation from tri-
angles is given in Section 2, this section proposes a method
called the spectral energy focus method for faster calculation
of accelerated holograms by skipping unwanted spectrum
calculations.

A. Theorem
The diffraction based on the angular spectrum method (ASM)
shown in Eq. (4) is a circular convolution process with a trans-
fer function. To avoid edge errors caused by circular convolu-
tion, Matsushima and Shimobaba pointed out that the
computational window should be calculated by double sam-
pling [45]. However, at a position farther than the critical dis-
tance zc � 2Np2∕λ, whereN is the number of samples and p is
the sampling pitch, the high-frequency region cannot satisfy
the Nyquist theorem because of the considerable oscillation
of the transfer function of H . The band-limited ASM (BL-
ASM) proposed by Matsushima and Shimobaba [45] suggests
a boundary frequency f BL � Np∕zλ, such that the frequency

of sampling in the region beyond f BL is replaced by 0, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The blue area is the effective bandwidth within
f BL, and the external region of f BL is zero-padded and is
marked by white circles. The number of pixels in the calcula-
tion was 2N × 2N whereas the effective number of samples was
N BL � 4�Np�2∕zλ. The effective bandwidth shrinks rapidly
with increasing diffraction distance, leading to a decrease in
accuracy.

Zhang et al. proposed a band-extended ASM (BE-ASM)
with a boundary frequency f BE �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N∕2λz

p
[46]. As shown

in Fig. 2(b), the BE-ASM provides a wider bandwidth and is
more robust at a longer distance than the BL-ASM, which im-
plies the highest accuracy of results. However, this requires sub-
stantial computational effort because of the full use of
2N × 2N sampling.

Herein, the CE-ASM, we previously proposed, is used to
accelerate the calculation of the polygon-based hologram
[34], which involves a lighter load compared to BL-ASM
and BE-ASM. The CE-ASM considers spectral energy in ad-
dition to the sampling theorem. For the triangular frequency
spectrum F�fx , fy�, the energy spectral density is defined as
jF�fx , fy�j2. According to Parseval’s theorem [47], the energy
of the frequency spectrum is

E�f̄x , f̄ y� � 2

Z
f̄y

0

Z
f̄x

0

jF �f x , f y�j2df xdf y, (8)

where f̄ x , f̄ y are the frequency boundaries. The full spectral
energy of the triangle is E�f xmax, f ymax�, where
f xmax � f ymax � 1∕2p is the maximum sampling frequency
of the hologram. The spectral energies contained in BL-
ASM and BE-ASM are E�f xBL, f yBL� and E�f xBE, f yBE�,
respectively.

For a small triangle shown in Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) presents its
spectral energy density, a distribution with a central bulge and a
flat surrounding. Different frequency boundaries enclose differ-
ent regions, and the spectral energy within these regions can be
calculated using Eq. (8) as shown in Fig. 3(c). The trend of
Fig. 3(c) indicates that the spectral energy of the triangle is

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the sampling strategy for (a) the band-
limited, (b) the band-extended, and (c) the controllable energy angular
spectrum methods. The blue areas are the effective bandwidth. The
blue dots are the effective sampling points. The white circles are
zero-padded. δf , δf BE, and δf CE are the sampling intervals of the
three methods.
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mainly focused on the low-frequency components, while the
high-frequency component is negligible since the triangle is as-
sumed to be uniform in amplitude. Therefore, we can obtain
the vast majority of information by controlling a certain per-
centage of spectral energy.

In the CE-ASM mentioned in Ref. [34], the frequency
boundaries �f xCE, f yCE� were determined based on the widest
bandwidth �f xBE, f yBE� because BE-ASM delivers an adequate
reconstruction quality for considerably long propagation cases,
such as tens of times the critical distance zc . In general, how-
ever, the CGH displayed in a spatial light modulator (SLM) is
not propagated to that extent; in this work, considering the
optical setup, a distance of 250 mm was used, which is approx-
imately twice as long as zc under the parameters in Table 1.
Therefore, in this study, we adopted �f xBL, f yBL� as the basis
for spectral energy; that is, the proposed new frequency boun-
daries �f xCE, f yCE� satisfy

E�f xCE, f yCE� ≥ ηE�f xBL, f yBL�, 0 < η ≤ 100%, (9)

where η denotes a user-defined value. Above, η ≤ 100% im-
plies that f xCE ≤ f xBL and f yCE ≤ f yBL always exist, which

further indicates that the number of samples in the CE-
ASM follows �

NxCE � 4λzf 2
xCE ≤ NxBL

N yCE � 4λzf 2
yCE ≤ NyBL

: (10)

Then the sampling interval is�
δf xCE � 2f xCE∕NxCE
δf yCE � 2f yCE∕N yCE

: (11)

A sampling schematic of the CE-ASM is shown in Fig. 2(c).
The number of samples and the spectral region of the CE-
ASM are smaller than those of the BL-ASM, which indicates
that the computational effort of the proposed method can be
reduced. The extent of the reduction depends on the value of η,
which will be discussed in detail in Section 3.B.

From the above, we can use �f xCE, f yCE� to find the spec-
trum of the object F all�fx , fy� using Eq. (6). However, the holo-
gram cannot be obtained by executing an inverse FFT in
Eq. (7) because F all�fx , fy� is sampled at intervals of
δf xCE, δf yCE, which is inconsistent with the sampling pitch
of the hologram δfx � 1∕2Nxp, δfy � 1∕2Nyp. Therefore,
a technique called non-uniform FFT (NUFFT) has been sug-
gested for performing Eq. (7). NUFFT has been widely utilized
to overcome the limitations of mismatched sampling intervals
in the frequency and space domains [34,46,48]. Herein, we
used the inverse type-3 NUFFT proposed by Lee and
Greengard [49], where the hologram of the object is

H � NUFFT−1
3 �F all�fx , fy��: (12)

B. Solving for the Frequency Sampling Boundary
of CE-ASM
In Section 3.A, a compact spectral region, �f xCE, f yCE� is de-
duced from Eq. (9), which is an approximate region that in-
cludes most of the spectral energy. However, an appropriate
value of η affects the energy within �f xCE, f yCE�, which also
implies that the quality of the hologram is lost because of
the approximation.

First, we discuss reference spectral energy E�f xBL, f yBL�.
Equation (8) indicates that the size of the reference triangle
shown in Fig. 3(a), determines the effective spectral energy
within �f xBL, f yBL�. If the reference triangle is too small, a
larger spectral region is involved; thus, the computational work
is not significantly reduced. If it is large, the calculation can be
accelerated, but the detailed representation of the 3D objects is
lost. Therefore, for this trade-off, we analyzed the reference tri-
angle in terms of visual acuity, which is a measurement of the
eye’s ability to perceive details. The limit of the human eye for
resolving two distinct points is 1′ of arc [50]. We assume an
isosceles right triangle with a side length of l as the reference
triangle, which follows

l � d tan�1 0�, (13)

where d denotes the distance from the viewer, as shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore, the reference spectral energy E�f xBL, f yBL�
can be obtained using this small reference right triangle.

Second, we analyzed the weight factor η of the reference
spectral energy in Eq. (9). η is a custom value that depends

Fig. 3. (a) Rasterized triangle in the canvas under the parameters in
Table 1. (b) Spectral energy density distributions at different frequency
boundaries. (c) Normalized spectral energy distributions for different
regions.

Table 1. Frequency Parameters of Different Sampling
Methods

Parameters Values

Hologram pixels Nx � 1920,Ny � 1080
Pixel pitch p � 3.74 μm
Physical size Lx � 7.18 mm, Ly � 4.03 mm
Wavelength λ � 532 nm
Diffraction distance d � 250 mm
Reference triangle l � 0.058 mm
Vertices of the triangle �0, 0, d�, �0, l , d�, �l , l , d�
�f xmax, f ymax� �133.7, 133.7�mm−1

2Nx × 2Ny 3840 × 2160
�f xBE, f yBE� �95.0, 71.2�mm−1

NxBE ×NyBE 3840 × 2160
�f xBL, f yBL� �67.5, 40.0� mm−1

NxBL × NyBL 1938 × 613
�f xCE, f yCE� �40.7, 22.1�mm−1

NxCE × NyCE 706 × 208
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on the quality of the hologram required by the user. Figure 5(a)
shows the dependence of the hologram quality on the η value,
where the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structure sim-
ilarity index (SSIM) are used to measure the hologram quality.
Holograms were calculated using the parameters listed in
Table 1. The reference hologram used as a metric was obtained
by the BE-ASM under double sampling because the BE-ASM
has the highest accuracy.

From Fig. 5(a), the PSNR exceeds 35 dB and the SSIM stays
above 0.9 when η > 90%, which indicates that the value of η is
directly proportional to the quality. The boundary frequency
and number of samples of the CE-ASM corresponding to dif-
ferent values of η are shown in Fig. 5(b). From this, we can
observe that the spectral region and number of samples increase
with η. When η � 100%, f xCE � f xBL and NxCE � NxBL.

In general, images with a PSNR greater than 30 dB are con-
sidered acceptable because the human eye has a limited ability
to recognize noise [51], and the highest quality of holographic
displays in current experiments [24,27] is difficult to reach
30 dB. Therefore, to obtain higher quality holograms, we select
η � 91% as an energy threshold in all calculations below,
with a PSNR of 37.5 dB and SSIM of 0.93. In this case,
the hologram samples the spectral region of �f xCE, f yCE� �
�40.7, 22.1�mm−1 with the number of samples NxCE ×
NyCE � 706 × 208, reducing the number of samples by ap-
proximately 56 times at a high fidelity compared with the BE-
ASM with the number of samples NxBE × NyBE � 3840 ×
2160. Note that for higher-resolution holograms (such as
8K pixels), the BE-ASM requires a large amount of memory,
which is difficult to achieve on a normal PC, whereas the pro-
posed method requires very little memory owing to the com-
pressed sampling.

The spectral region �f xCE, f yCE� deduced by the CE-ASM
is referred to as the compact spectra, whereas the spectral region
�f xBE, f yBE� deduced by the BE-ASM is referred to as the
extended spectra.

C. Confirmed in Results
In this subsection, we confirm the principle and efficiency of
the proposed compact spectral method by simulating concrete
3D objects.

Based on the parameters defined in Table 1 and the deduced
�f xCE, f yCE�, a hologram of a teapot model consisting of 1560
triangles located at z � 250 mm with a depth of field of 5 mm
was generated. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the holograms cal-
culated using the extended spectra (BE-ASM) and compact
spectra (CE-ASM), respectively, and Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) show

Fig. 5. (a) Quality evaluation of the holograms obtained by the
CE-ASM by PSNR (left) and SSIM (right) at different η values. The
reference holograms are obtained by the BE-ASM with the expanded
spectra. (b) Spectral range (left) and the number of sampling (right) of
the CE-ASM on the x axis at different η values. The hologram has
1920 × 1080 pixels.

Fig. 6. (a) and (b) are holograms generated with the extended spectral region (BE-ASM) and the proposed compact spectral region (CE-ASM),
respectively. (c) and (d) are the numerical reconstructions of (a) and (b), respectively. With the results of the extended spectral region as references,
(b) and (d) show image quality by PSNR and SSIM.

Fig. 4. Small triangle is defined as a reference triangle at the limiting
angular resolution of the human eye.
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the corresponding reconstructed images. The reconstructed im-
age in Fig. 6(d) shows a negligible background apparition.
Using the results of Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) as the references, PSNRs
of the hologram and the reconstructed image are 44 dB and
40 dB, and their SSIMs are 0.95 and 0.92, respectively.
This high fidelity demonstrated the effectiveness of the
proposed method.

Notably, the actual number of triangles used for spectrum
calculation is almost half of the total number because the back-
ward triangles are easily recognized and removed by the surface
normal. The very bright parts of the hologram in Fig. 6, such as
the area indicated by dotted circles, are representations of the
triangles overlapping each other, which requires occlusion cull-
ing, as discussed in Section 5. In addition, the amplitude of the
reconstructed images was uniform because of the absence of
illumination. The complex shading model is described in
the following section.

In the computational environment of MATLAB 2021a, us-
ing a personal computer configured with CPU: AMD Ryzen
5-3600 at 3.59 GHz and GPU: Nvidia GeForce RTX
3070, we further calculated 3D objects with more triangles us-
ing the extended spectral region and the proposed compact
spectral region. The computational efficiency values are listed
in Table 2. Because the number of pixels used for the calcu-
lation in the compact spectral region is greatly reduced, the
computational efficiency of the proposed method can be im-
proved by a factor of approximately 30 as the number of poly-
gons increases. Moreover, the PSNR and SSIM values of the
holograms remained above 40 dB and 0.95, respectively.
Thus, we conclude that the proposed compact spectral method
is both efficient and accurate.

4. SMOOTH SHADING

A. Shading Model in Computer Graphics
Shading renders a photorealistic scene of 3D objects. The com-
monly used rendering model in computer graphics is the Phong
shading model [52], which linearly interpolates the normal
across the surface of the polygon. As shown in Fig. 7(a), based
on known vertex normals (solid line arrows), the normal vectors
of each pixel inside the surface (dashed arrows) are obtained by
interpolation and then normalized. Figure 7(b) shows an inter-
polation schematic of a triangular surface based on the known
normal vectors of the three vertices.

Under the illumination of incident light −L̂, as shown in
Fig. 7(c), the amplitude of pixels on a polygon is obtained from
a reflection model when viewed along the direction vector V̂. In
this study, we use the Blinn–Phong reflection model [53],

which provides an equation for computing the amplitude of
each surface point:

I � Blinn-Phong�n̂, L̂, V̂�
� K a � K d �n̂ · R̂� � K s�n̂ · Ĥ�N s , (14)

where n̂ is the interpolated normal and ˆ denotes the unit vec-
tor. The vector R̂ denotes the reflected ray of −L̂ at the point,
which can be calculated using

R̂ � 2�L̂ · n̂�n̂ − L̂: (15)

Ĥ is defined as the halfway vector between the viewer and light-
source vectors, calculated using

Ĥ � V̂ � L̂
jjV̂ � L̂jj , (16)

which is a modification of the Phong reflection model. The
constants K a, K d , and K s in Eq. (14) represent the ambient,
diffuse, and specular reflection factors, respectively. Diffuse re-
flection depicts a rough surface that scatters the incident ray at
many angles, as shown in Fig. 7(d). Specular reflection is the
mirror-like reflection of light, which results in a significant ef-
fect on the surface along a specific angle, as shown in Fig. 7(e).
The constant N s is the shininess factor of the material that de-
termines the size of the specular highlight.

In CGH, a common method is to first calculate the ampli-
tude distribution within the surface based on the shading
model above and then perform diffraction calculations. For ex-
ample, Yamaguchi et al. rendered rough planes using the

Table 2. Calculated Results and Comparison for Objects Composed of Different Numbers of Triangles

Objects Teapot Rings Hand Soccer Wang Bunny Angel

Number of triangles 1560 5760 8420 12,282 18,228 32,030 64,363
Extended spectra (s) 5.2 32.5 57.1 78.85 119.9 203.1 417.7
Compact spectra (s) (proposed) 0.4 1.2 2.0 2.70 4.0 6.6 13.7
Acceleration 14.1 26.0 28.6 29.2 29.8 30.8 30.5
PSNRa 44 45.1 42.4 46.2 51 46.3 47.4
SSIMa 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.99 0.96 0.97

aThe PSNR and SSIM listed here are only for holograms and not for the reconstructed images.

Fig. 7. (a) Phong shading model: obtaining the normal of each pixel
using linear interpolation based on three known vertex normals.
(b) Schematic of interpolation of pixel normals within a triangle.
(c) Blinn–Phong reflection model. L̂ points along the direction of
the light source. (d) Diffuse reflection diagram. (e) Specular reflection
diagram.
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Cook–Torrance reflection model [54], expecting to present a
vision-effect of different materials [30,55]; Nishi et al. added
smooth shading to triangular surfaces using the Phong reflec-
tion model and analyzed in detail the effect of each parameter
on the results [29]. However, they all used an interpolation-
based method to calculate the spectrum, which is time-
consuming. An efficient method is to introduce the shading
model into the analytical spectra method discussed in
Section 2. However, from Eq. (6), the analytical spectrum con-
siders the amplitude of each triangle to be uniform, making the
flat shading model easy to implement, as shown in Fig. 8. The
two 3D objects, shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), teapot and rings,
are illuminated by a parallel beam of light, which is at the angle
ϕx to the x axis and ϕy to the y axis. The light ray is reflected in
the hologram plane following the Blinn–Phong reflection model
in Eq. (14) and is observed along the z axis. The reflection
parameters are listed in Table 3. From the reconstructions in
Figs. 8(c) and 8(d), the exaggerated step of adjacent triangles pro-
duces a distinct ridge, called the Chevreul illusion [50].

To address the Chevreul illusion, Park et al. developed an
attractive continuous shading model that is essentially an exten-
sion of the Gouraud shading model, from interpolation of ver-
tex amplitude to analytical spectra [32]. Park et al.’s shading
method uses the reflection model

IPark � K a � K d �n̂ · R̂�, (17)

which includes only the ambient and diffuse reflections, while
the Blinn–Phong reflection model in Eq. (14) also includes the
specular reflection. The triangle Γ with known vertex normals
n̂i, i � 1, 2, 3, as shown in Fig. 9, is illuminated by the light
−L̂. The reflection amplitude of the three vertices can be

obtained using Eq. (17), defined as I 1, I 2, and I 3. The ampli-
tude of pixel �x0, y0� within triangle Δ satisfies the following
interpolation expression:

IPark�x0, y0� � I 1 � �I 2 − I 1�x0 � �I3 − I2�y0: (18)

Because triangle Γ is affine transformed into the right triangleΔ
in the local system described in Section 2 (see Fig. 1), the am-
plitude of pixel �x, y, z� within the triangle Γ defined in
Eq. (7) is

aPark�x, y, z� � IPark�x0, y0�: (19)

By substituting the above equation into Eqs. (4) and (5), the
spectrum of triangle Γ using integration operations is

FPark�fx , fy� � I 1D1 � �I 2 − I 1�D2 � �I 3 − I 2�D3, (20)

where D1 is the same as in Eq. (6), and

D2 � Je−j2πf 0
z ·

�
je−j2πf 0

x �−j2πf 0
x � ej2πf 0

x − 1�
8π3f 02

x f
0
y

� je−j2π�f
0
x�f 0

y��1� j2π�f 0
x � f 0

y�� − j
8π3�f 0

x � f 0
y�2f 0

y

�
, (21)

D3 � Je−j2πf 0
z · je−j2π�f

0
x�f 0

y�
�f 0

x�j2πf 0
y − e

j2πf 0
y � 1�

8π3�f 0
x � f 0

y�2f 02
y

� �−1� ej2πf 0
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8π3�f 0
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� 2�jπf 0
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y

�
: (22)

Equation (20) provides a fully analytical expression with
continuous shading at the cost of adding additional computa-
tional overhead to Eqs. (21) and (22). Although this cost is not
significant, the weakness of Park et al.’s shading method is the
absence of specular reflections, as shown in the first column of
Fig. 10. As a comparison, Fig. 10 also shows the reconstructed
results of the proposed sub-triangle-based shading method,
which will be introduced below. From Fig. 10, Park et al.’s
shading model lacks vividness due to the absence of highlights
generated by specular reflection.

B. Proposed Shading Model with Specular Reflection
Benefitting from the sub-triangle concept of Kim et al. [10], we
propose an economical smooth shading method with specular

Fig. 8. (a) Teapot with 1560 triangles and (b) rings with 5760 tri-
angles located in the 3D space are illuminated by the light ray −L̂ and
observed with the vector −V̂. (c) and (d) are reconstructed images of
the teapot and rings rendered with the flat shading model, respectively.

Table 3. Parameters Used in the Shading Modela

Illumination L V K a K d K s N s

ϕx � 70° �cos ϕx , cos ϕy, cos ϕz� (0,0,1) 0.2 0.8 0.8 25
ϕy � 85°

aWe define cos ϕz � �1 − cos2ϕx − cos
2ϕy�1∕2.

Fig. 9. Schematic of continuous shading method without specular
reflection proposed by Park et al. [32]. On the left is the spatial triangle
in global coordinate system and on the right is the original triangle in
local coordinate system. An affine transformation exists between them.
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reflection based on vertex normal interpolation of sub-triangles,
unlike Park et al.’s shading method of interpolating pixel am-
plitude instead of normals [given in Eq. (18)]. Figure 11 shows
a schematic of the subdivision of mother triangle ΔABC .
The vertices of the mother triangle are vA, vB , and vC , and the
known vertex normals are n̂A, n̂B , and n̂C . Each side of the
mother triangle is equally divided into M segments, yielding
M 2 sub-triangles, which include M �M � 1�∕2 upper sub-
triangles denoted v↑ and M�M − 1�∕2 lower sub-triangles de-
noted v↓. A non-orthogonal coordinate system is established

with AB
�!

as m-axis and AC
�!

as n-axis. Each sub-triangle is then
expressed as v↑�m, n�, which can be obtained by shifting the
vertices of the original sub-triangle as follows:

vs↑�m, n� � vs↑�0,0� � meAB � neAC ,

0 ≤ m� n ≤ M − 1 for m, n ∈ N0, (23)

where s � 1,2,3 denotes the three vertices of the sub-triangle,
and eAB and eAC are the unit vectors of m and n axes, respec-
tively. vs↑�0,0� represents the vertex coordinates of the original
sub-triangle, as ΔAB 0C 0 shown in the upper-right corner of
Fig. 11. Therefore, assuming that the spectrum of the original
sub-triangle v↑�0,0� is F ↑�0,0� which is calculated using Eq. (6),
the spectrum of triangle v↑�m, n� is

F ↑�m,n� � F ↑�0,0� · exp�−j2πf �meAB � neAC ��: (24)

Similarly, the spectrum of triangle v↓�m, n� is
F ↓�m,n� � F ↓�0,0� · exp�−j2πf �meAB � neAC ��,

0 ≤ m� n ≤ M − 2 form, n ∈ N0 : (25)

F ↓�0,0� is the spectrum of triangle v↓�0,0�. Because triangle
v↓�0,0� is symmetric to triangle v↑�0,0� about side B 0C 0, there
must exist a simple translation relationship. Therefore, F ↓�0,0�
can be calculated as

F ↓�0,0� � F�
↑�0,0� · exp�−j2πf �vB 0 � vC 0 ��, (26)

where F�
↑�0,0� is the conjugate of F ↑�0,0�.

Equations (24) and (25) indicate that the spectra of all sub-
triangles can be directly obtained by simply shifting the spec-
trum of the original up sub-triangle v↑�0,0�. That is, regardless
of the number of sub-triangles the mother triangle is subdi-
vided into, we only need to calculate the spectrum of
v↑�0,0� using Eq. (6). The concise computation was an im-
provement in Refs. [10,43].

Similar to the interpolation of the sub-triangle vertex coor-
dinates in Eq. (18), vertex normals can also be obtained by in-
terpolating the vertex normals of the mother triangle, n̂A, n̂B ,
and n̂C . In this study, we used the average of the vertex normals
as the face normal of the sub-triangles. Therefore, we define
n↑�m, n� and n↓�m, n� as the face normals of triangles
v↑�m, n� and v↓�m, n�, respectively, as follows:
� n↑�m, n� � n̂A � n̂B−n̂A

M

�
m� 1

3

	
� n̂C−n̂A

M

�
n� 1

3

	
n↓�m, n� � n̂A � n̂B−n̂A

M

�
m� 2

3

	
� n̂C−n̂A

M

�
n� 2

3

	

⇒

� n̂↑�m, n� � n↑�m, n�
jjn↑�m, n�jj

n̂↓�m, n� � n↓�m, n�
jjn↓�m, n�jj

, (27)

where n̂↑�m, n� and n̂↓�m, n� denote the normalized vectors.
Based on the Blinn–Phong reflection model, the amplitudes
of each sub-triangle, defined as I↑�m,n� and I↓�m,n�, are�

I↑�m,n� � Blinn-Phong�n̂↑�m, n�, L̂, V̂�
I↓�m,n� � Blinn-Phong�n̂↓�m, n�, L̂, V̂�

: (28)

Consequently, by combining Eqs. (24), (25), and (28), the
spectrum of the ith mother triangle in Eq. (7) with smooth
shading, can be calculated as follows:

Fig. 10. Reconstructed results of Park et al.’s shading method (first column) and of the proposed sub-triangle-based shading method (columns 2
to 6). Teapot (a) and rings (b) are subdivided at M � 2 to 6 in the proposed method. All results follow the Blinn–Phong reflection model and the
parameters given in Table 3.

Fig. 11. Schematic of subdividing the mother triangle ΔABC at
M � 5, yielding 16 up sub-triangles and 9 down sub-triangles.
ΔAB 0C 0 and ΔA 0B 0C 0 are the original upper and lower sub-triangles,
respectively.
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F i�f x , f y� �
XM−1

n�0

XM−n−1

m�0

I↑�m,n�F ↑�m,n�

�
XM−2

n�0

XM−n−2

m�0

I↓�m,n�F ↓�m,n�, (29)

which indicates that uniformly varying amplitudes are deter-
mined by the subdivision level of the mother triangle,
i.e., the value of M . Although the amplitude gradient is theo-
retically discontinuous, larger M values result in a smoother
rendering of the object surface. Figure 10 shows the recon-
structed results of the teapot with 1560 triangles and rings with
5760 triangles for different values of M . We can see that when
M ≥ 5, the reconstructed images of the teapot no longer
exhibit a significant smoothness change, whereas for the rings,
it does not change from M � 3. In Fig. 12, the dashed lines
show the elapsed time of the proposed sub-triangle method at
different values ofM . For comparison, the solid lines represent
Park et al.’s method [32], which is independent of M . From
Fig. 12, as M increases, the elapsed time of the proposed
method will exceed that of Park et al.’s method. However,
within the smoothing range perceptible to the human eye,
we can choose an appropriate M to allow the most economical
calculation.

In summary, the sub-triangle shading method simulates the
Phong shading model by replacing pixel normals with sub-tri-
angle normals, which outperforms the method proposed by
Park et al. [32] in terms of realistic rendering. Park et al.’s
method uses the Gouraud shading model that interpolates pixel
amplitude, and it also omits the specular reflection term, result-
ing in a loss of gloss. In terms of computational efficiency, the
improved sub-triangle shading method simplifies the computa-
tional process, and thus also outperforms the traditional
method of rendering by increasing the number of mother tri-
angles [29,30] and the convolution-based method proposed by
Yoem and Park [33].

5. OCCLUSION CULLING

A. Basic Mechanism of Occlusion Culling
Occlusion provides the most powerful monocular depth cues.
As in all the reconstructed images shown in the previous sec-
tions, 3D objects appear as unusually bright areas because of

the overlap of triangles along the same light of sight, such as
the dashed circles in Fig. 6 and the interlocking rings shown
in Fig. 10, which is known as incorrect occlusion.

In the polygon-based hologram, Matsushima et al. proposed
an impressive method for occluded surface removal: the silhou-
ette method [38–40]. However, the silhouette method requires
the sorting of surfaces from front to back and at least two
propagation processes for each surface, which is not economi-
cal. Askari et al. improved the silhouette method in the fre-
quency domain using an analytical spectral expression [41],
which avoids propagation twice and enhances the efficiency.
However, this method employs three FFTs for each triangle.
We argue that this is not very economical. In this section,
we propose a novel occlusion culling method to effectively
merge into the rendering pipeline of polygon-based holograms,
while maintaining a full analytical frequency spectrum.

We first cull the backfaces that follow V̂ · n̂ ≤ 0, where V̂ is
the observation direction, V̂ � �0; 0; 1�, and n̂ is the surface
normal. Assume that the 3D object has N 0 triangles, and
Nf forward triangles remain after performing backface culling.
However, some forward triangles are still invisible, even if their
normal points to the observer, such as multiple objects in
front–back alignment, concave objects, and inter-occlusion tri-
angles, as shown in Fig. 13(a). Therefore, we used collision de-
tection to implement occlusion culling. Unlike computer
graphics, where collisions are detected for each rasterized pixel,
the proposed method performs collision detection for the ver-
tices of all the forward triangles.

Figure 13(b) illustrates collision detection for ΔDEF.
Detected vertices D, E, and F emit a ray into the hologram
plane, and if this ray intersects a triangle, the vertex is occluded.
Note that an orthogonal projection is used here, i.e., all the ray
vectors are parallel to z axis. Therefore, the task becomes a ray–
triangle intersection test in geometry. In this study, we employ
the intersection test algorithm optimized by Moller and
Trumbore [56], hereafter referred to as

TF � RayTriIntersect�vi,T, er�, (30)

where vi denotes the coordinate of the detected vertex, T de-
notes the triangular set of potential occluders, er denotes the
unit vector of the ray, and er � V̂. RayTriIntersect
�vi,T, er� returns TF � true, implying that the vertex vi inter-
sects one of the triangles, otherwise, “false”, implying no inter-
section. Generally, determining whether a vertex is occluded
requires traversing all triangles and performing an intersection
test. In other words, for Nf triangles with Nv vertices, the al-
gorithm RayTriIntersect repeatsNf × Nv times, which has sig-
nificant redundancy.

B. Construct an Octree for Collision Detection
To avoid redundant queries for a more accurate intersection
test, we developed an octree spatial data structure to organize
the object geometry. An octree is a type of hierarchical struc-
ture, that is, the data are arranged at different levels from top to
bottom. The topmost level contains eight children, each of
which has its own eight or no children. For example, in
Fig. 14, a cubical box that encloses the object is split into eight
children boxes with the same size along the three axes, and each
children box continues to split further into eight unless this box

Fig. 12. Efficiency comparison between the Park et al.’s method
(solid line) and the proposed method (dashed line) at different values
of M . From Fig. 11, M denotes the subdivision level of the mother
triangle. The Park et al.’s method is independent ofM ; thus, it behaves
as a constant as M increases.
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is empty or leaf. The leaf box is identified by certain criteria,
such as reaching the maximum recursion depth or containing
fewer than a certain number of vertices. The bottommost level
of each stem is either a leaf box with some vertices or an empty
box. The vertices in the leaf box are shared by some triangles;
therefore, we consider that these triangles are affiliated with this
leaf box.

In this study, we used a publicly available program to con-
struct the octree data structure of 3D objects [57], hereafter
referred to as

Octree�v, “leafCriteria”�, (31)

where v are the coordinates of all vertices, and property
“leafCriteria” represents the criteria for being a leaf box. For
example, a teapot consisting of 1560 triangles (containing
821 vertices) was divided into 441 boxes with up to five levels.
The leaf box contained no more than 10 vertices. Suppose kl

represents the kth box located at the l level, as shown in Fig. 14.
If k is an odd number, then the �k � 1�l th box is the potential
collision box of the kl th box. Conversely, if k is an even num-
ber, there is no potential collision box at the l level and the
query should be directed to the l − 1 level.

The hierarchical structure of the octree allows us to query
potential collision boxes along the stem to the root rather than
search through the entire object, which implies a reduction in
performing the intersection test from Nf × Nv times to
log�Nf � × Nv times. During the query, as soon as a potential
collision box appeared, the triangles affiliated with this box

were immediately tested for intersections using Eq. (30). If
the intersection with any triangle turns out to be “true,” the
query is stopped, and the conclusion that this vertex is occluded
is returned. In summary, the entire query is recursive in nature
and ends in two cases: either the intersection test returns “true,”
which means occlusion, or the query reaches the root, which
means non-occlusion.

C. Occlusion Culling Based on Sub-Triangles
Collision detection returns the result of whether each vertex is
occluded and the collision box kl if it is occluded. Among the
triangles formed by these vertices, we classify them into four
types: the first type is the fully visible triangle, i.e., none of
the three vertices is occluded, defined as the set T0; the second
and third types are those with one and two invisible vertices,
respectively, defined as the sets T1 and T2, which are partially
occluded; the fourth type is the fully invisible triangle, three
vertices of which are occludees, defined as T3. Figure 15(a)
shows the reconstruction results of only T0 set for the teapot
and rings, which appear fragmented because of the lack of par-
tially occluded triangles. Therefore, the triangle sets T1 and T2

must be considered in the calculations.
In the case of occlusion culling for the triangle sets T1 and

T2, we follow the idea of subdividing the triangles presented in
Section 4 to be able to use the analytic spectrum of triangles.
Figure 16(a) shows two exemplary cases of T1 triangles, and
Fig. 16(b) shows two exemplary cases of T2 triangles.
Taking Fig. 16(a) as an example, ΔABC is labeled as occludee
after collision detection due to the invisibility of vertex A, and
the corresponding collision box is kl . According to the descrip-
tion in Section 4, the occluded triangles are divided into M 2

congruent sub-triangles. For differentiation, we define M 0 as
the subdivision of T0-type triangles, M 1 as the subdivision
of T1-type triangles, and M 2 as the subdivision of T2-type tri-
angles. The vertex coordinates of each sub-triangle can be
solved using Eq. (23). Then, starting from vertex A, each
sub-triangle vertex is again fed into the collision detection loop
for the interaction test. If the vertex is obscured, all sub-trian-
gles using this vertex are culled, as shown by the blue-shaded
sub-triangles in Figs. 16(a)–16(d). Therefore, the final spec-
trum of the object should be the sum of the triangles retained
after occlusion culling, expressed as

F visible � FT0
� FT1

� FT2
, (32)

where FT0
is the spectrum of the set of T0 triangles, and FT1

and FT2
represent the spectrum after occlusion culling for the

Fig. 13. (a) Schematic diagram of backface culling and occlusion culling. (b) Schematic diagram of collision detection.

Fig. 14. Schematic diagram of an octree structure. A cube encloses
the object, and then splits separately into eight children boxes. Empty
boxes, such as boxes 2 and 3, and leaf boxes, such as box 7, stop split-
ting. However, the non-empty boxes (1 and 6) continue to split until a
leaf box or empty box appears. Each leaf box contains a vertex set,
which forms a set of triangles. The triangle set affiliated with a certain
leaf box is the object of performing the intersection test.
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set of T1 triangles and for the set of T2 triangles, respectively.
All terms in the above equation can be solved analytically using
Eqs. (6) and (29).

In summary, the proposed occlusion culling method re-
moves some of the occluded sub-triangles from the sets of par-
tially visible triangles T1 and T2 by continuing collision
detection on the vertices of all sub-triangles. In this way, we
cannot perfectly eliminate the occluded region along the boun-
dary line, but we can adjust M 1 and M 2 to control the trajec-
tory of the occlusion culling. Figure 15(b) shows the results of
occlusion culling with M 1 � M 2 � 7 for the teapot and
M 1 � M 2 � 6 for the rings. The edges of the occlusion appear
very tight compared to those in Fig. 15(a), which confirms the
proposed method. In addition, it should be noted that the pro-
posed occlusion culling method does not apply to some excep-
tional cases: in Fig. 16(c), although the rear triangle is partially
occluded, the collision detection mechanism cannot be trig-
gered because all three vertices are visible; in Fig. 16(d), since
all three vertices of the rear triangle are invisible, it is treated as

fully invisible, although only the three angles are obscured; and
in Fig. 16(e), two inlaid triangles occlude each other on the
inside, but both are treated as fully visible. The proposed
method can serve all the 3D models mentioned in this paper
because they are closed, and there are no isolated groups of tri-
angles. All 3D models were generated using the 3D modeling
software Blender.

Figure 17(a) shows the numerically reconstructed images of
all the 3D models mentioned in this paper after occlusion cull-
ing. The number of triangles and the shading rendering param-
eters of the objects are presented in Tables 2 and 3. The
triangles T0, T1, and T2 are subdivided by different values
ofM 0,M 1, andM 2, respectively (see the legends). Each recon-
structed image exhibited appropriate occlusion and a strong
sense of realism in shading rendering, which confirms the gen-
eralizability of the proposed method. The supplementary
Visualization 1 shows numerical reconstructions of three ob-
jects at different distances, where the objects automatically cull
occlusions during rotation and apply constant illumination.

Fig. 15. Reconstructed results by the proposed occlusion culling method. (a) Results of computing only the set of T0 triangles whose three
vertices are visible. The teapot and ring were subdivided with M 0 � 5 and M 0 � 3, respectively, to smooth the shading. (b) Results of filling
the set of T1 and T2 triangles after occlusion culling. (c) Reconstructed images from the optical experiments.

Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of occlusion culling. (a) Triangle set T1 with one vertex obscured and divided into M 2
1 congruent sub-triangles.

(b) Triangle set T2 with two vertices obscured and divided intoM 2
2 congruent sub-triangles. Blue sub-triangles are culled because they have at least

one occluded vertex. (c)–(e) Three special cases that are occluded but cannot be properly addressed by the proposed method.
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Next, we discuss the efficiency of the proposed occlusion
culling method. Table 4 lists the elapsed time for each object
under occlusion culling. The three main added processes in the
proposed method are octree construction, collision detection,
and intersection tests of T1 and T2 sets. However, the proposed
occlusion culling method incurs only a small extra cost com-
pared to backface culling. This is because collision detection
identifies triangles with all three vertices occluded while their
surface normals face forward. These triangles do not require
computation in occlusion culling, whereas they do so in back-
face culling. The increase in time consumed by the teapot is
more pronounced because of the larger size of the occluded
triangles, which requires more subdivision of the sub-triangles
to sew them together tightly.

6. DISCUSSION

A. Contributions
Based on the fully analytic algorithm introduced in Section 2,
we investigate three crucial aspects of generating polygon-based
holograms from Sections 3–5: accelerated computation, shad-
ing rendering, and occlusion culling. These three aspects con-
stitute a comprehensive, high-speed rendering pipeline for
arbitrarily complex 3D objects. Figure 18 shows a full view
of the rendering pipeline. First, the compact frequency sam-
pling region �f xCE, f yCE�, where the spectral energy is mainly
concentrated, is calculated according to Section 3.A. The re-
sampled frequency coordinates enter the pipeline and are used
for subsequent analytical calculations. Second, backface culling
of 3D objects was performed. If the remaining triangles are in-
jected directly into the rendering pipeline, occlusion will result

in a discordant brightness. Therefore, we performed collision
detection using an octree structure to identify the occluded ver-
tices. The set T0 of fully visible triangles goes directly to the
computation of the analytic spectrum. Then, shading rendering
is activated with the Blinn–Phong reflection model according
to the triangle subdivision method proposed in Section 4.B. For
the partially occluded T1 and T2 sets, collision detection will
continue for the subdivided triangle vertices until a fully visible
sub-triangle is determined, and the shading is rendered in the
same manner. Finally, all calculated triangle spectra are summed
to obtain the diffraction spectrum of the object, and the holo-
gram is obtained by performing the NUFFT given in Eq. (12).

The holograms obtained by the proposed methods were en-
coded as a double phase [58] and imported into an SLM for
optical reconstruction, as shown in Figs. 15(c) and 17(b), ac-
cordingly. The reconstructed images were displayed on a phase-
only SLM with 4096 × 2400 pixels (Jasper SRK4K) and
captured by a camera (Sony α7R − II) at 250 mm from the
SLM. The reconstructed images in the experiments show well
a similar rendering to the simulated results, but some noise is
always introduced due to the encoding. Several studies have
suggested methods for the evaluation of hologram reconstruc-
tions and distortion correction [59,60]. To further demonstrate
the generality of the proposed rendering pipeline, we imported
a Thai statue model with one million triangles into the pipeline.
A high-resolution hologram of 7680 × 4320 1 μm pixels was
generated in approximately 10 minutes and reconstructed nu-
merically, as shown in Fig. 19. All triangles are subdivided by
M 0 � M 1 � M 2 � 3, which means that the object contains a
total of nine million sub-triangles. The reconstructed distance

Fig. 17. Reconstructed images of all 3D objects referred in this paper. They are subjected to the proposed occlusion culling at the subdivision of
M 0,M 1, and M 2. The number of triangles for each object is given in Table 2. Shading rendering follows the method proposed in Section 4.
(a) Numerically reconstructed images, and (b) experimentally reconstructed images.

Table 4. Elapsed Time Using the Proposed Occlusion Culling Method

Modelsa Backface Culling Only (s)

Occlusion Culling (s)

Extra CostsOctree Detection Total

Teapot 1.42 0.005 0.075 1.82 28.2%
Rings 3.79 0.02 0.13 4.23 11.6%
Hand 4.88 0.04 0.14 5.16 5.7%
Soccer 6.51 0.07 0.16 6.98 7.2%
Wang 9.94 0.10 0.42 10.86 9.3%
Bunny 21.78 0.54 1.18 23.53 8.0%
Angel 26.64 0.68 1.53 28.39 6.6%

aThe subdivision parameter is given in Fig. 17.
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is at the front of the statue, whereas the rear appears blurry
because it is out of focus. The animation of changing the focus
position during reconstruction can be seen in Visualization 2.
The supplementary Visualization 3 includes the reconstruction
of the rotating Thai statue with occlusion culling. It is worth
noting that online computing only takes up approximately 300
megabytes of memory for the GPU, but BE-ASM requires over
10 gigabytes of memory and takes approximately 5 h.

B. Limitations
We have not been able to achieve real-time computation, but
the primary problem is the use of MATLAB, and we believe
that with full-scratch development using C++ and CUDA
can be achieved in real time. Our proposed method is a light-
weight algorithm owing to the analytical solution of the shading
and occlusion processes using an octree. This computational
complexity is less than that of the conventional method using
FFTs and interpolation [9] and therefore has advantage in real-
time computations.

The proposed rendering pipeline uses a certain degree of
approximation at each session. Appropriate approximations
perform very well in practical applications but seem to have
limitations for more general situations. For example, although
the spectral energy focus method skips unwanted spectrum cal-
culations by controlling the value of η given in Eq. (9), smaller
values of η lead to a lower reconstruction quality. In particular,
shorter propagation spreads more spectral energy over the high-
frequency components, which requires greater values of η for
fidelity and leads to a drop in acceleration. The M values used
to subdivide the mother triangles achieve different degrees of
smooth shading, whereas excessive subdivision increases work-
load. Therefore, the appropriate M can only be weighed em-
pirically. Although the proposed occlusion culling method can
eliminate the invisible localities of partially occlusions triangles,
it is sometimes powerless, as shown in Figs. 16(c)–16(e).

The results of the in-focus and out-of-focus reconstruction
of holograms confirmed monocular parallax, which is essential

Fig. 18. Flowchart of the proposed high-speed rendering pipeline for the polygon-based holograms.
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for 3D perception. However, objectively, the proposed CGH
pipeline does not show reconstructions with motion parallax,
that is, it fails to offer scenes viewed from multiple viewpoints.
There are two reasons for the lack of motion parallax. First, the
light wave emitted from the triangular mesh, as given in
Eq. (3), propagates in a single direction so that illumination
shading and occlusion culling will be processed only along this
direction, and the other is the absence of a random phase as-
signed to each triangle leading to low-frequency signals that
cannot spread to a larger field of view (FOV). By contrast,
although the silhouette method [38–40] and its improved
version [41] compromise computational lightness, they offer
motion parallax for multiple viewpoints. Yeom et al.’s shading
method [33] enables observation over a large FOV owing to the
inclusion of multi-directional carrier waves through convolu-
tion calculations. For the proposed CGH pipeline, one way
to address the problem of motion parallax or large FOV is
to recalculate holograms from different viewpoints, including
the particular carrier wave, shading reflection, and occlusion
culling.

Alternatively, the light-field stereogram technique has a clear
advantage in implementing full parallax [61–63], because it ex-
ecutes occlusion and shading processes for each viewpoint with
well-refined 3D computer graphics techniques. Recently, light-
field-based hologram calculations using deep learning have
been proposed to achieve unparalleled image quality [27].

However, light field methods have the problem of requiring
re-rendering for each element image, while the proposed poly-
gon-based method is a timely rendering of the raw 3D object
within the pipeline.

7. CONCLUSION

This study introduced a dedicated pipeline for computing pol-
ygon-based holograms and is capable of rendering realistic
holograms with smooth shading at a high speed. The proposed
pipeline involves three major novel methods, in which the com-
pact sampling strategy for accelerating the computation is an
extended application of that proposed in the authors’ previous
publications [34]. The triangle subdivision method improves
smooth rendering, particularly the specular effect that has
not yet been considered in other studies [10,43], and the
sub-triangle-based occlusion culling method is pioneering.

Compact spectra were adopted to narrow the sampling
range using energy-focused approximation. Although we dis-
carded high-frequency information, the computational results
showed no significant degradation in the quality of the recon-
structed images. Importantly, this significantly reduced the
computational effort, achieving a speed-up of nearly 30 times.

The proposed shading rendering method divides a triangle
into multiple sub-triangles and calculates the amplitude of each
sub-triangle according to the reflection model. In this method,
we only need to calculate the spectrum of one of the sub-
triangles regardless of the number of times it is subdivided, which
is an important improvement over the approach presented by
Kim [10], a pioneer of the subdivision method. Compared to
Park et al.’s proposed continuous rendering [32], the proposed
rendering model is not theoretically consecutive. However, by
controlling the value of the subdivision level M , a very smooth
effect can be achieved. More importantly, we can simulate more
realistic highlight reflections with only a small increase in the
subdivision load compared to Park et al.’s method.

The concept of triangular subdivision is also used for
occlusion culling. Although the proposed occlusion culling
method approximates culling occlusions along the edges of the
occluders, the results show that proper subdivisions can be
tightly stitched together to reveal the true occlusion relation-
ship. Owing to the fast query function of the octree structure,
the proposed occlusion-free culling method requires little addi-
tional overhead compared to occlusion-free culling.

Many complex 3D objects could be calculated and recon-
structed, thereby confirming the effectiveness of the proposed
rendering pipeline for polygon-based holograms. We also an-
alyzed the limitations existing in each step of the pipeline and
discussed potential solutions, which will be validated in the
near future.
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Fig. 19. Numerical reconstruction of the ultra-high-resolution
hologram of the Thai statue. The Thai statue contains 1,000,000 tri-
angles and is subdivided by M 0 � M 1 � M 2 � 3. The full running
time in the pipeline is 607 s.
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